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Learning Objectives





Take a journey into the world of Fire ratings for walls, slabs and ceilings
Qualify MEP objects for building penetrations in Revit MEP, AutoCAD MEP and
Fabrication CADmep
Examine Roundtrip Workflows between Revit, AutoCAD MEP and Navisworks
Manage
Understand the Clash Detection challenges, solutions and best practices

Description
Clash Detection is more than detecting the intersection of two or more objects. The Clash
Detective is one of the most powerful tools in Navisworks Manage. We will examine in detail
how to solve firestop related clashes and how to create consolidated submittals for government
authorities. In a multi-platform workflow you can use models from your preferred MEP
application like Autodesk Fabrication CADmep, AutoCAD MEP or Revit to generate a bill of
material and let the tool place hundreds of firestop objects automatically into your BIM model
utilizing the Hilti plug-in for firestop. See how to include in a fast and easy way, UL-Systems
details, installation guidance and measuring points into your BIM model. Learn how to use
Autodesk Point Layout to export data to a Total Station for easy and time saving placement of
cast-ins and sleeves on the construction site. Document the installation in a documentation
system for later building operation and maintenance.

Your AU Expert
Thomas is a Master graduate engineer for architecture. His goal is to bring new technology and
processes to the BIM community by developing tools and methodologies that meet the needs of
the AEC industry. Thomas has a unique background as Architect, CAD trainer and BIM
consultant. Currently Thomas works as a BIM domain expert with Hilti. Hilti supplies the
construction industry worldwide with leading edge products, services and software. As a global
domain expert for BIM, Thomas is responsible for the development of new software solutions
including PlugIns for Revit, AutoCAD MEP, Autodesk CADmep and Navisworks.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Fire Statistics

FIRES IN THE UNITED STATES DURING 2015 FACT SHEET
1,345,500 fires were reported in the U.S. during 2015.


3,280 civilian fire deaths
One civilian death occurred every two hours and 40 minutes



15,700 civilian fire injuries
One civilian injury occurred every 34 minutes



$14.3 billion in property damage
A fire department responded to a fire every 23 seconds

Structure fires
501,500 structure fires occurred in the U.S. during 2015.





2,685 civilian fire deaths
13,000 civilian fire injuries
$10.3 billion in property damage
One structure fire was reported every 63 seconds.

© September 2016 National Fire Protection Association
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1.2 Why it is essential to contain Smoke, Toxic Gases and Fire

1.3 Firestop
Firestops are crucial in the life safety of any building. Properly installed and maintained systems
also prevent the passage of smoke through the building. This allows the occupants crucial time
to allow fire safety crews to arrive if they are unable to exit the building.
Proper firestops consist of fire-rated assemblies, which provide compartmentalization for
commercial buildings. When these barriers are penetrated, an Underwriters Laboratory*approved firestop system is required to maintain the hourly rating of the barrier. These
penetrations could include drainpipes, metal conduit, ducts, etc. Firestops are physical barriers
designed to prevent the spread of flames, deadly gases and toxic smoke through openings
created during building upgrades and the installation of electrical, communications, plumbing,
and ventilation systems, as well as grease ducts. Barriers also can fill breaches in fire-resistant
walls and floor assemblies.

*UL is an American safety consulting and certification company headquartered in Northbrook, Illinois.
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Chapter 2: Hilti Button for Firestop
2.1 Firestop workflow
4 steps to a firestop specification:
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Step 1: Qualification
Preparation of the BIM model for pre designed planning and correct product selection. To add or
change needed firestop related information to the Revit model use the qulification functionality.
1.1 Adding fire rating information to slabs and walls

The Qualification button in Revit
Architectural or Structural model
opens the Qualification dialog.
On the left site you can select
Revit families or an instances of
the slab which you want to add a
fire rating to.
On the right side of the dialog box
you can select a fire rating and a
barrier type.
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1.2 Adding firestop related information to pipes and ducts

Pressing the Qualification button in
Revit MEP model opens the
Qualification dialog.
On the left site of the dialog box
you can select Revit families or
instances of the MEP Families
which you want to add Material
information to.
On the right side of the dialog box
you can select the material.
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1.3 Adding firestop related information to cable trays

It is possible to qualify the firestop
ratings similar to the MEP Objects
in the previous section. Again, by
pressing the Qualification button in
Fabrication CADmep opens the
Qualification dialog.
On the left site of the dialog box,
you can select CADmep objects,
which you want to add Type and
Material information to.
On the right side of the dialog box
you can select the type and
material.
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1.4 Adding firestop related information to pipes

As with the previous sections,
pressing the Qualification button in
AutoCAD MEP opens the
Qualification dialog.
On the left site of the dialog box
you can select Autocad MEP
objects which you want to add
Type amd Material information to.
On the right side of the dialog box
you can select the type and
material.
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Step 2: Firestop clash detection
2.1 Combine all Firestop related CAD files in a Navisworks Project
Start a new Navisworks Project and append all Firestop
related CAD files. Save the .NWF.
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2.2 Firestop Clash detection

Use the Calculate FS-clashes command to start the
firestop clash detection.

The Clash Detective opens with
a predefined firestop rule.

Under the results tab you can
find a list of all firestop related
clashes of the model.
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Step 3: Assign UL systems and firestop products
Use the Start FS-Manager command to
transfer all clashes and to open the Firestop
manager.

3.1 Assign button

Press the Assign button to assign UL-Systems and Firestop products to all penetrations.
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3.2 Bill of Material

3.3 Submittal Package
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Step 4: Auto populate firestop products
Inside the CAD software use the Insert
Firestop command to update the model
with the specified Firestop products.
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Chapter 3: Data to field
3.1 Integration of measuring points
To ease the process of bringing information to the field, the populated Firestop products contain
measuring point objects. This data can be exported and loaded to a total station on the
construction site.

Embedded Layout point from A CP-680
CastIn device exported to a PLT total station
for easy layout on the field.
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Chapter 4: Operation and Maintenance
4.1 Firestop Documentation
Preventing the spread of smoke and fire in a building often presents major challenges to
owners, facility managers and installers of services and technical systems. Often these facilities
are required to prove that the passive fire prevention system in their building is capable of
passing acceptance inspections after the completion of the building work or maintenance. It is
also necessary to provide confirmation of correct installation and verification of compliance with
firestop requirements for each penetration. These locations must be compiled in a
comprehensive method of documentation and be readily available to present to all parties
participated in the building project, including the supervisory authorities, building owners and
general contractor. This service demands considerable administrative work, all the way from the
planning stage right through to the building acceptance inspection.

4.2 Hilti CFS-DM Firestop Documentation Management software
Step 1: Prepare the Project
The project is laid out using the easy to use web base back office
application. All project information to be documented is specified
individually according to the project or building needs. Users are
defined, additional technical documents and floor plans are
uploaded and integrated as necessary.

Step 2: Record the Penetration
All of the relevant information about each penetration is recorded
in the field with the use of Hilti’s intuitive CFS-DM app. This data is
transmitted from the mobile phone or tablet straight to the cloudbased database. The labels are equipped with a distinct QR code
for quick reference to the penetration details.
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Step 3: Create a Report
Whether at the completion of the project or at any
intermediate step, a customized or standard report
can be produced to show the status of the recorded
penetrations. The reports can be created in a
standard, list or 2D plan format. All reports are
automatically saved and can be accessed for future
reference.
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